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  １ 常陸中世武士団の成長 
 律令をもって列島の統一をはかろうとした政府（皇族･貴族）の構想は、平将門の乱に代表される 
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Summary of Thesis: 
This work considers the formation and evolution of the warrior leagues known as bushidan in medieval Hitachi 
Province (Hitachi-no-kuni), drawing on the analytical perspective found in the theory of feudal lordship 
(ryōshu-sei) developed by Ishimoda Shō in his 1946 monograph, Chūseiteki sekai no keisei （The Formation of 
the Medieval World）. The bushidan leagues with which I am concerned here are the Hitachi Heishi and other 
clans, namely the Hatta and affiliated lineages such as the Oda and Shishido, who, although originally based in 
Shimotsuke Province (Shimotsuke-no-kuni), subsequently extended their influence into Hitachi Province. 
 
Prince Tairano Takamochi , the great-grandson of Emperor Kanmu and putative founder of the Kanmu Heishi (as 
the hereditary Taira lineage descended from Emperor Kanmu is known), is held to have moved , “to Tōgoku (the 
eastern part of Japan, particularly the Kantō region)” after being sent on a mission as a military aristocrat to quell 
unrest in the eastern provinces. Thereafter, his descendants brought prosperity to the clan throughout the 
provinces of eastern Japan. Although this led in one instance to the mid-tenth century rebellion raised by Taira no 
Masakado, who was also a scion of this clan, this disturbance was put down by the clan itself. Afterwards, 
members of the clan rose to even greater heights of prosperity around the eastern provinces, including through 
appointments as kokushi (provincial governors). The lineage known as the Hitachi Heishi, in particular, rose to 
influence in the region comprising the southern half of Hitachi Province, where they wielded considerable power 
as a ruling elite until the end of the medieval period. 
 
In addition, amidst the political upheavals that followed the establishment of the Kamakura shogunate, the 
Hatta—a clan traditionally based in Shimotsuke Province—had come to be appointed shugo (high constables) in 
Hitachi Province, where their affiliated lineages established influence while antagonizing lands controlled by the 
Hitachi Heishi. Of these clans, the Oda and the Shishido inherited appointments as shugo in the Kamakura period, 
coming to be positioned as wielders of political and economic influence while antagonizing the Hitachi Heishi. 
In this book, setting the above analytical perspective and object of analysis, I have undertaken a consideration 
composed of an Introduction, three core sections, and a Conclusion. 
 
In the Introduction, after discussing the validity of Ishimoda’s aforementioned theory of feudal lordship, I broadly 
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onsideration advanced in this work. 
 
In Part 1, I discuss the processes leading to the formation of the Hitachi Heishi, as well as the establishment of 
Hatta influence in Hitachi Province. In doing so, I touch on the formative processes and local power bases of the 
Daijō as one of the prosperous Hitachi Heishi lineages. Additionally, through a study of various genealogies, I 
surmise that the public authority conferred on the Heishi, although it took place gradually, nevertheless played a 
major role in the expansion of these local power bases. 
 
In Part 2, in addition to considering the historical and geographic development of Hitachi’s provincial capital as a 
base for the Daijō as a Hitachi Heishi lineage, I clarify aspects of how the Makabe（Hitachi Heishi）lineage and 
Hatta lineages such as the Oda, Takano, and Shishido were appointed as jitō (estate stewards) beyond Hitachi 
Province, going on to develop in these other territories. In addition, I point out that the Horinouchi feature located 
on the site of Kotsuru Manor, once a stronghold of the Shishido Hatta lineage, can be presumed to have been the 
contemporary shugosho (the locus of the provincial government). 
 
In Part 3, I propose that among the historical materials relating to these bushidan leagues, the analysis of 
documents such as genealogies, records relating to local fief-holders (zaichi ryōshu monjo), landholding registers 
(Ōtabumi), and ridgepole placards (munafuda) can be effective for the study of medieval bushidan leagues, and 
that in the future, the excavation and detailed analysis of related materials can be expected to help build a new 
understanding of their history. 
 
In light of the above discussion, in the Conclusion, I offer summaries from the four perspectives of the growth of 
medieval bushidan in Hitachi, the genealogy of Hitachi’s medieval bushidan, the relationship between Hitachi’s 
medieval bushidan and the Kamakura shogunate, and the strongholds of Hitachi’s medieval bushidan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
